
 

 

Dear Ms Fowler 

SELBY CORE STRATEGY EXAMINATION - COMMENTS ON PLANNING 

FOR GROWTH AND THE CALA HOMES JUDGEMENT 

In response to your letter dated 13 June 2011, this letter provides 

representations on behalf of Connaught Consultancy Services LLP, to be taken 

into consideration during the Examination of the Selby District Core Strategy.  

The comments relate to the Ministerial Statement ‘Planning for Growth’ and the 

Cala Homes Judgement.  

Planning for Growth 

On 23 March 2011 the Minister for Decentralisation published a Ministerial 

Statement ‘Planning for Growth’.  The Statement sets the Governments top 

priority in reforming the planning system is to ‘promote sustainable economic 

growth and jobs’ and seeks to ensure that the planning system supports ‘a swift 

return to economic growth’. The Statement makes clear that the default answer 

to development should be yes, except where this would compromise key 

sustainable development principles.   

 

Local Authorities are expected to ‘support enterprise and facilitate housing, 

economic and other forms of sustainable development’ and take into account 

the need to maintain a flexible and responsive supply of land for key sectors, 

including housing.   

 

The Government is clearly setting a pro-growth agenda which requires a 

positive and pro-active approach to be reflected within plan making.  
 
In relation to the Selby District Core Strategy, Policy CP2 sets a target for the 
delivery of housing based on provision rates set by RSS.  To support the pro-
growth agenda and unlock opportunities for growth, the annual targets covered 
by Policy CP2 should be viewed as a minimum.  Set as a minimum, the housing 
provision rates will encourage additional growth where there is demand and 
available land, subject to compliance with sustainable development principles.   
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Policy CP2 also deals with the distribution of housing.  In order to support 
Government growth objectives, Policy CP2 should allocate a greater proportion 
of the housing distribution to Sherburn-in-Elmet.   
 
Sherburn-in-Elmet is a highly sustainable settlement to accommodate increased 
levels of housing growth.  The town has a range of facilities, services and 
employment and has excellent transport links by car and train.  It has suitably 
located available land to accommodate further growth and has strong demand 
for market and affordable housing.   
 
As such, and in light of ‘Planning for Growth’, the Selby District Core Strategy 
should afford higher levels of growth to the settlement of Sherburn-in-Elmet to 
meet demand, deliver growth and facilitate sustainable economic development.   
 
A higher distribution of housing growth and the allocation of land which is 
available, achievable and suitable for housing will provide a policy framework to 
maintain a flexible and responsive supply of land, remove policy obstacles to 
economic growth and capitalise on opportunities for sustainable economic 
development.  

 

Where developers are promoting sites that fit with sustainable development 

principles, the default answer should be yes in accordance with advice in 

Planning for Growth.  In Sherburn-in-Elmet, Connaught Consultancy is 

promoting the Hodgson’s Lane site, a sustainable site which is available for 

development.  In such circumstances, the Core Strategy should provide a 

positive policy framework to facilitate development of land which accords with 

sustainable principles.  

 

In summary, Policy CP2 should set housing provision rates as minimum targets 

and a higher level of growth should be allocated to Sherburn-in-Elmet.  This 

approach complies with ‘Planning for Growth’ in providing a positive policy 

framework to support and deliver growth.      

 

Cala Homes 

 

RSSs were officially revoked by Government on 6 July 2010, however the 

decision was immediately challenged by Cala Homes.  The Cala Homes 

challenge was successful and the decision to revoke RSS was subsequently 

quashed in November 2010.  RSS has therefore been re-instated as part of the 

development plan. 

 

Since then, the Government has reiterated it’s intention to abolish RSSs and 

informed LPAs in writing that this intention should be regarded as a material 

consideration.  Although this was also challenged by Cala Homes, the Court of 

Appeal ruled that the letter should be regarded as a material consideration.  

 
The Core Strategy has retained the RSS annual provision rate of 440 dwellings 
per annum which accords with RSS as part of the development plan.    
 

However, to accord with the pro-growth agenda, these figures should be viewed 

as minimum targets to allow a responsive and flexible approach to promote 
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growth.   

 

We trust that this response is of assistance to the Inspector in considering the 

Planning for Growth and the Cala Homes judgement and their impact on the 

Core Strategy.  

 
Yours sincerely 
 
 

 
 
 
Charlotte Blinkhorn 

  

cc: Connaught Consultancy Services LLP 

 


